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        Every decision a driver makes, at every fleeting moment, spawns 
a multitude of parallel universes.MultiVerse



        Our multiverse simulator generates a multitude of parallel universes. 
Each one mirrors the logged real-world driving data, yet diverges 
subtly in its own unique way.

      
MultiVerse
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● Waymo Open Sim Agents Challenge (WOSAC)

○ Given scene context, including map and past positions of the agents (both world agents 
and ADV), simulate states of the agents at 0.1s intervals for the upcoming 80 timesteps

● The constraints

○ Simulator must be closed-loop, and run in autoregressive manner

○ World agents and ADV must be conditionally independent, i.e., ADV component can be 
replaced with any arbitrary policy or planner

Problem Formulation



● Motion Prediction

○ Agent-centric v.s. Scene-centric

○ Autoregressive v.s. Non-autoregressive

● Traffic Simulation

○ Learning-based generative model v.s. Heuristic-based model encoding traffic rules

○ Closed loop v.s. open loop

● Our work is inspired by TrafficSim and MTR

Traffic Agents Simulation



MultiVerse Transformer
● MultiVerse Transformer for Agent (MVTA) simulation: encoder-decoder transformer with 

autoregressive rollout for closed-loop simulation



Training
● End-to-end training, with loss calculated at each timestep



Training
● Training Loss● Training sample generation: randomly pick 

a point to separate the trajectory to history 
and future components
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Receding Prediction Horizon
● Receding prediction horizon: prediction horizon is 1s, but only the waypoint of the initial 0.1s is 

utilized, with the remaining prediction being discarded.

+  Promoting multi-modal diversity

+  Reducing compounding error during 
autoregressive execution

+  More flexibility in the inference setup



Inference
● Top-K sampling: applied at periodic intervals to strike a balance between realism and diversity

+  Promoting multi-modal diversity, as opposed to 
selecting the trajectory with the highest likelihood

-  Susceptible to the compounding error and could 
generate trajectories with unrealistic kinematic 
motions or even drift 



Inference

+  Aligned with training which also uses 
variable-length history

+  Longer history enhances the stability of the 
simulation by reducing the potential for 
compounding error

● Variable-length history: aggregate the past trajectory overtime



Autoregressive Rollout



WOSAC Leaderboard
● WOSAC Leaderboard

○ 486,995, 44,097, and 44,920 scenarios in the training, validation, and test set, respectively

○ Main metric is the realism meta-metric, aggregating a group of component metrics 
(kinematic, interactive, and map-based metrics)

○ MTVE: enhanced version of MVTA with three model variants



Qualitative Result
A vehicle waiting to get onto the main road, the car turns left or right, or keeps waiting. ADV 
also demonstrates multi-modal behavior.



Qualitative Result
Vehicles paused at an intersection, ready to make an unprotected left 
turn, waiting for the oncoming traffic to clear.



Qualitative Result
ADV makes a slow right-turn, forcing the agent behind it to slow down or stop.



Qualitative Result
A congested right lane, blocked by a large truck, and a free-flowing left lane. Trapped cars attempt to 
switch lanes, overtaking the ADV and the remaining slow traffic.



Qualitative Result
ADV slows down to allow a car merging onto 
the main road from a driveway. The car behind 
ADV overtakes it. 

In the second simulation, ADV 
proceeds straight instead of 
waiting.



● Transformer-based generative model for closed-loop traffic agents simulation

● Novel training, sampling and inference strategies promoting a high degree of realism 
and diversity

● First place on WOSAC 2023

● Future works
○ Collision avoidance loss
○ Scene-centric and Diffusion-based simulation approaches

Summary and Future Works


